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“Minister, you’re already a quasi-immortal, why would you want to go to such a small world?”

“Truth be told, I can’t ascend right now, I have to wait for my loved ones to ascend with me, otherwise,
they could all be killed once I leave, I have to go somewhere without aura to not sense the call to
ascend.”

Bimbo was speechless, “Why bother, Minister, if you’re afraid that something will happen to your
loved ones, I’ll just take you and your loved ones with me to the Immortal Realm.I’m at least a fairy in
the Immortal Realm, I think I’m still capable of taking you directly to the Immortal Realm without
going through the Heavenly Dao test.”

“Ah, can I do that?”In a daze, Don Zimmer didn’t even think about that aspect of going.

“Of course.”

Omi thought about it, so good.

“Alright then, I’m counting on you, but if we leave, I’m afraid that if we leave, the Tang Ji Gate will die
out, and the humans of the Extreme South Continent will be killed by the remnants of the Half
Immortal Clan, or other races.”Omi said.

Bimon said, “Brother Chen, you are going to become an immortal soon, why bother with the Gryphons
here, you go back to the immortal world, sleep for a day and a night, this spirit world is thousands of
years over, why be so stubborn.The entire universe, the number of small planets destroyed every
minute is unknown, the number of extinct races is also unknown, do you care?”

“But I was the one who created the Tangible Gate.”

“Which so what, does it make sense?Even if your Tang Ji Gate can exist for tens of thousands of years,
or even hundreds of thousands of years, it’s only a few years to the Immortal Realm.”

Omi was a bit shaken, there was really no need to be stubborn, mainly because the spirit world was too
small, Omi just lived in it and couldn’t feel it yet. First URL m.kanshu8.net

“Alright, then I don’t care, let nature take its course, I’ll pass on all those techniques, the rest, we’ll
just have to see the will of the heavens.”

“That’s right, when the time comes, I’ll take you with me, no need to ascend, just head to the Immortal
Realm.There are many immortal cultivators in the Immortal Realm anyway.”

“Thank you.”

Bimon smiled, “You’re welcome.”

Bimun said in his heart, “The master of this life is really very different from his previous life, he was
never so polite in his previous life.



Omi and Bimun, together, returned to the Seven Seas.

After regaining his immortal strength, Bimen felt very uncomfortable, this feeling was like living in a
glass bottle, always breaking free from that glass bottle, no wonder no immortals came to the spirit
world at all, this kind of place, cultivation can’t be cultivated, life can’t be lived, it’s like a prison, of
course, referring to the immortals.

When Omi returned to the Seven Seas, he called everyone out.

“Omi, didn’t you tell us to work harder, why are you tossing everyone out again.You all had to go hide
in the mortal realm for us, we all know what you’ve done, we can only work hard to cultivate, and
you’ll be back as soon as you can get a foothold.”Mu Qianji said.

Omi laughed, “Everyone, you don’t need to cultivate, you still need to cultivate for shit.”

“Ah, you’re crazy.”Everyone wiped their cold sweat.

Omi said, “This is Bimun, my brother frommy previous life, he has now regained his strength from his
previous life, that is to say, the one standing in front of you at this moment is a true immortal, he can
take us all, directly to the Immortal Realm, without having to ascend through robbery.”

“Ah, it’s such a good thing?”Everyone wondered if they had heard wrong.

“Of course, Ascending through robbery is the most common path, but for those of us with backers and
direct help from immortals, do we still need to take that traditional path?Right, Amon.”

“Of course.”

Mu Qianji and the others were all dumbfounded, they were expecting that they would have to go
through a lot of hard work, but they didn’t expect that they could go there directly, like doing a certain
thing that would have required a heavy assessment, but, there was a connection, and they went
straight through the back door, and there was no assessment whatsoever.This is indeed a bit unfair to
those who honestly, inherently crossed the robbery ascension.

Omi said: “Everyone go get ready, choose the day on the ascension, there are those who need to say
goodbye to friends, hurry to say goodbye, because, to the immortal world, because of the speed of
time flow, immortal world one day, the spiritual world a thousand years, not yet wait for you to return
to consciousness, this people are dead for a thousand years.”

Everyone was very shocked, the Immortal Realm was really too scary, and at the same time, it also felt
like the Spiritual Realm was so small.

“What about the Tang Ji Gate?”

“Regardless, I’m passing all my spells to the humans of the Tangible Gate in the next few days, and the
future is up to them.”

“Then all the other races are still waiting for you to give them an answer after a year.”

“Oh, we went to the Immortal World and took a leak, a year here is over, so think of it as a small
matter of a leak, why hang on to your heart and let it be.Although I’m a human here in this life, I wasn’t
in my previous life, if there’s an afterlife, I might turn into another race again in the next life, who can
be eternal.”



Just like that, Omi and the others stayed at Tang Chi Gate, continuing for a month, finishing what
needed to be done, meeting all the friends that needed to be met, and then with nothing else to do,
Omi and Beamon, left the spirit world forever.

“Is everyone ready?”

“Done.”

Bimpton tore through the space and a crack appeared in the space.The moment the crack appeared in
space, suddenly, a wild surge of immortal qi came down and leaked into the Spiritual Realm.

Omi said, “There’s immortal Qi leaking down, it’s cheap for the spirit world, and I don’t know who can
get it.”

“Who cares, in the Immortal Realm, there’s as much Immortal Qi as air.”Tang Huan said.

Although Tang Huan’s memories of her past life were only a few years old, she knew some basic
things.

Omi said, “According to my memories of my past life, I know that the Immortal World’s Immortal Qi is
not as much as you say, like air right, I remember that some of the bad parts of the Immortal World are
also extremely poor, if not completely absent.”

Bimun said, “Brother Chen is right, where is there as much Immortal Qi as air, most of it is still aura,
but some of the good locations also have a lot of Immortal Qi, otherwise, why would there be so many
immortal cultivators in the Immortal World.Immortal Qi would have to be as much as air, unless it was
in the Celestial Immortal Realm, and I heard that in the Celestial Immortal Realm, Immortal Qi was just
as much as air.But, the Heavenly Immortal Realm, that kind of place is simply not something that
ordinary people can aspire to.”

Omi looked at Tang Huan, “So it seems that when you were a child in your previous life, you lived
mostly in the Heavenly Immortal Realm, it seems that your mother in your previous life was quite a
status.”

“Uh, yeah.”Tang Huan wasn’t quite sure anymore.

Beamon tore through space, walking through the void, slow because Beamon had limited strength and
had to carry so many people with him.
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